Biosecurity practices

- Isolating sick animals
- Running a closed herd
- Encouraging vehicles to park away from stock areas
- C&D vehicles after moving animals
- Not grazing/resting pastures recently spread with waste
- Regular pest control
- Buying from known health status farms
- Seeking regular advice from vets & herd health schemes
- Minimising contact with neighbours' animals
- Ensuring visitors C & D after visit
- Minimising equipment use for different purposes
- Fencing off stock access to watercourses
- Isolating animals moving on
- Testing animals moving on
- Own vehicle for animal movements
- Minimising visitors to the farm
- Minimising equipment sharing between farms
- Animal loading areas away from rest of stock
- Not co-grazing different species

Percentage of farms

- Very useful
- Useful
- Not very useful
- Don't know